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Standardized testing is not needed and does not prove anything. It costs a 

lot, causes stress, and requires pretty well review. The testing costs at least 

1. 7 billion per year and is projected to go up even higher! The stress and 

anxiety on younger children is heart breaking. Not to mention, and or 

tutorials may need to be on your agenda. 

To being with, testing is very expensive! According to the Huffington Post 

article, “ Brown Center on Education policy totaled a combined cost of 

standardized testing and equals 1. 7 billion per year”. That is a lot of money! 

Even with all the money spent on the system, at least 98, 000 tests, 

something goes wrong and they have to rescan or hand grade which is time 

consuming. Not to mention, the severe stress and anxiety on younger 

children is heartbreaking. On March 14, 2002, the Sacramento Bee reported 

the test related jitters, especially among younger students, the Stanford 9 

exam has instructions on what to do if a child vomits. 

A lot are catching bad stomach and panic attacks. Why should these tests 

ruin someones day? Lastly, standardized testing should be more current. 

Why would we have to answer something that we learned a long time ago? 

They should be like a DCA test and be more current. Memorizing things from 

a year ago is very stressful and requires well memorization. Before you take 

a standardized test, make sure that you study and get extensive review and 

or tutorials. 

To conclude, end of year testing costs a lot of money, causes severe stress, 

and requires well review and long and hard studying. Even though test 

taking percents of passing have gone up, what about the kids that do not 
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pass? We should not just care about the children and pass and percent. 

Sometimes that extra help or 1 one 1 help actually helps. A few tests should 

not determine our potential of going to the next grade or being kicked out of 

college. 
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